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THE KINEMATIC FORMULA

IN COMPLEX INTEGRAL GEOMETRY

BY

THEODORE SHIFRIN

Abstract. Given two nonsingular projective algebraic varieties X, Y c P" meeting

transversely, it is classical that one may express the Chern classes of their intersec-

tion X n Y in terms of the Chern classes of X and Y and the Kahler form

(hyperplane class) of P". This depends on global considerations. However, by

putting a hermitian connection on the tangent bundle of X, we may interpret the

Chern classes of X as invariant polynomials in the curvature form of the connec-

tion. Armed with this local formulation of Chern classes, we now consider two

complex submanifolds (not necessarily compact) X, Y c P", and investigate the

geometry of their intersection. The pointwise relation between the Chern forms of

X n Y and those of X and Y is rather complicated. However, when we average

integrals of Chern forms of X n g Y over all elements g of the group of motions of

P", these can be expressed in a universal fashion in terms of integrals of Chem

forms of X and Y. This is, then, the kinematic formula for the unitary group.

0. Introduction. We are interested in intrinsic integro-geometric invariants of

complex submanifolds X of P", i.e., curvature integrals of the type Ij(X) = jxCj(Çlx)

A ap~J, where

is they'th Chern form of Xp and to is the induced Kahler form. These invariants

enter, for example, as coefficients in the formulas for the volume of a tube about

ïcP" (cf. [12], [9]), analogous to Hermann Weyl's formulas in the real case (cf.

[29], [12]). Now, given two submanifolds X, Y c P" meeting transversely, it is

natural to ask whether there is some relation among the various invariants

Ij(X n Y), Ik(X), I,(Y). In the case that X and Y are nonsingular algebraic

varieties, i.e., compact manifolds without boundary, it is classical that

ij(x n Y) -    S    (-\y-"-'(n +j ~k~ l)ik(x)i,{Y).      (o.i)
0<k+l<j \ n /

However, in the noncompact case, the situation resembles the real setting, in that

the second fundamental forms of X n Y in X and in Y appear. Chern considered

in [6] a corresponding family of curvature invariants for a compact submanifold of

R"-those which enter in Weyl's formulas-and proved a kinematic formula for
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256 THEODORE SHIFRIN

Euclidean space. Similarly, a generalized version of (0.1) holds "on the average",

i.e., when we integrate over the group U(n + 1) of all motions of P":

[        ij(x n gY) dg
JU(n+\)

= vol(I/(« + 1))     2     i-iy-'-'l" +J~k~ l)lk(X)I,(Y).

(0.2)

This is the kinematic formula for P" and constitutes the main result of this paper. In

fact, we obtain a slightly stronger result for free.

(0.3) Theorem. Let P(ñ", co") be a polynomial of total degree 2(p + q — ri) in

Chern forms c¡(Q") and the Kahler form co". Then there is canonically associated to P

a polynomial Q($l, ñ', co, to') of total degree 2(p + q) so that

[ ( f P(®xngY> «)) dg = f        Q(QX, Sly, wx, coy)
JU(n+\)\JXngY I JXXY

for any submanifolds Xp, Y9 c P" for which both sides make sense.

On one level, (0.2) is a direct generalization to the hermitian setting of Chern's

theorem in [6]. In the real case, except for the Gauss-Bonnet integral, none of the

integro-geometric invariants is topological in character, whereas, in the complex

case, all the integrands Cj(Qx) A <¿pJ represent cohomology classes on X. That the

intrinsic curvature invariants of a hermitian manifold are all expressible in terms of

the Chern classes is essentially a consequence of elementary invariant theory, or,

equivalently, of the topology of complex Grassmannians. This, then, is the crucial

link between the differential geometry and the algebro-geometric formula (0.1).

Our work is based on the theory of moving frames. We begin then with a review

of standard results in hermitian geometry with emphasis on this point of view. We

omit most proofs and refer the reader to [7] and [14] for background. We include a

brief discussion of the cohomology of homogeneous and symmetric spaces, as this

plays a key rôle in our later work. Some technicalities on the geometry of

integration over the fiber are included in an appendix, along with some detailed

applications of Weyl's first main theorem on vector invariants (1.27) which prove

crucial.

We turn in §2 to some elementary theorems in complex integral geometry, results

we refer to as Crofton formulas, since they formally resemble the original work of

Crofton in geometric probability. This lays the groundwork for our main results.

We begin in §3 by proving a special case of (0.1) and (0.2), namely the case

Y = P4, which Chern refers to as the reproductive property of the curvature integrals

Ij(X).

The proof is, however, unlike Chern's in that we now exploit the topology of the

situation. The main geometric point is that intrinsically associated to the submani-

fold X c P" is the "pointed Gauss mapping"

y: X -, G(0,p, n) = {(z, T) G P" X G(p, n): z G T),

y(z) = (z, TJX),
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where TZX is the projective/>-plane tangent to X at z. By means of this mapping,

we are able to reduce the problem at hand to one of determining the invariant

forms on the flag space G(0, p, n). Here we encounter the problem that while

G(0, p, n) is a homogeneous space, it is not a hermitian symmetric space and thus

admits too many invariant forms. We are able, however, to discard all but the

closed forms in the context of our work here, and then matters are quite manage-

able.

Lastly, in §4 we prove the general formula (0.2). Here we must determine the

invariant forms on the product G(0, p, n) X G(0, q, n); this process is unwieldy

since the space is no longer even homogeneous. So we must resort to explicit

moving frames computations in order to isolate the group's actions on each of the

two spaces; here we introduce the formalism of Stiefel bundles on the Grassman-

nians. The arguments then reduce to those made in the linear case. We conclude

with a computation which ascertains convergence near points of nontransverse

intersection.

We expect this theory to prove useful in studying varieties with singularities.

Since curvature forms in the complex analytic setting have a definite sign, the study

of convergence of integrals is greatly simplified (cf. [12]), and we expect some

fruitful applications of these kinematic formulas to Plücker-type formulas in higher

dimensions and to working with Chern classes of singular varieties (cf. [20]).

Similar sorts of methods have already proved valuable in deriving some integro-

geometric formulas regarding polar varieties associated to foliations [19]. Moreover,

we plan to study similar kinematic formulas for geometric invariants which are not

topological, thereby utilizing the full structure of the ring of invariant forms.

1. Review of hermitian geometry.

(a) Moving frames. Let C" denote «-dimensional complex space with coordinates

z = (z1, . . . , z") and hermitian inner product (z, w) = 2z'w'. Complex projective

«-space, P", inherits from the natural projection it: C + 1 — {0} —*P" a complex

structure and a hermitian structure. Letting z°, . . . , z" be homogeneous coordi-

nates on P", the unique hermitian metric which is invariant under the natural

action of the unitary group U(n + 1) is

ds^^-^^dz^dzJ,
dz'dzJ

and the associated Kahler form is co = ("V^T /2w)9oiog||z||2. Here we have in-

cluded the normalizing factor of 1/w so that co represents the (positive) generator

of the integral cohomology H2(P", Z), i.e., the Poincaré dual of a hyperplane.

One of the distinguishing features of hermitian geometry is the following fact.

(1.1) Lemma. // X is a Kahler manifold with Kahler form co, and Z c X is a

k-dimensional complex submanifold, then

(a) Z is a Kahler manifold with Kahler form co|z; and

(b) co*/k\ gives the volume form for Z in the induced hermitian metric.

From this it follows, for example, that the degree of an algebraic subvariety

Xk cP" is its most primitive geometric invariant: the degree is the number of
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points of intersection of X with a generic P"~k; by Poincaré duality (cf. (A.4)), this

number is jxu>k = (k\ / Trk)\o\(X).

The most important tool in our work will be the calculus of moving frames. A

moving frame on an open set U gC is a set (ex(z), . . ., en(z)) of smooth

C-valued functions such that for each z G U, (ex, . . . , e„) is a unitary frame for

TZC » C". Let z: U<L,C be the inclusion mapping, so that the vector-valued

1-form dz is the identity at each point of U. Given a moving frame ex, . . . , en on

U, define co' = (dz, e,), co/y-= (de¡, ej), where (•,•) denotes the hermitian inner

product on C; i.e., by this we mean

dz = 5]co' ® <?,.,

.

Note that co', co' give a basis for all the 1-forms on U (since co' is nothing but the

dual of e¡). Since (e¡, ej) = 8¡j, we obtain

u(/+3,r-0. (1.2)

The crucial formulas relating all these forms are the so-called structure equations of

C (here we let 1 < i,j, k < n):

¿co ' = £ c/ A Ujï,        dœif = 2 ûfct A«V- (1.3)

Now, let Xp c C be a complex submanifold. A moving frame on U c X

consists of smooth C-valued functions (ex, . . . , ep, ep + x, . .., en) such that for

each z G U, ex, . . . ,ep span TZX = C and ex, . . . ,en are a unitary frame for

TZC" « C. As before, we introduce 1-forms co' and co,^, and we observe that

up+l = • • • = u" = 0 on X since ep + x, . . . ,en are normal to X. We now intro-

duce the index ranges

1 < a, ß, y < p,       p + 1 < ju,, v < n,        1 < i,j, k < n,

and notice that the structure equations can be rewritten, slightly modified, as

follows.

Proposition (Structure equations for a submanifold of C).

c/co' = 2coaA<oar. (1.4)

^,y = E%Aw^ (L5)

We define the curvature forms Í2a^ of X by

ß«/3 = duaß - S "av A 0>yß. (1.6)

Using (1.2) one checks that Q,aß + fi^ = 0, and it follows from the structure

equations (1.5) and from (1.6) that

Kß = 2 »„a A <V = - S «W Aüs. (1 -7)
We would like next to consider moving frames on a submanifold X of P"; here

the concept is essentially that of a projective connection on X (cf. [8]). The essential

point is that for submanifolds of projective space, the relation between intrinsic
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and extrinsic geometry becomes somewhat more involved. One must, in particular,

distinguish between the abstract tangent bundle and the "projective tangent bun-

dle", and it is to this task that we now turn.

Figure 1

Let Xp c P" be a complex submanifold. First we must define the tangent

projective p-plane TZX to X at z. Naively, it is the projective p-plane which

osculates X to first order at z. Let / be a holomorphic lifting of J to C + l in a

neighborhood U of z. Consider the (p + l)-plane Ez spanned by/(z) and ft(TzX)

in C+1; define TZX = tr(Ez). Geometrically, we are choosing a local section of the

cone tt~\X) and Ez is the tangent plane to the cone at the point lying over z. (See

Figure 1.) One checks easily that TZX is well defined. Moreover, these linear spaces

Ez fit together smoothly to form a holomorphic vector bundle E of rank (p + 1) on

X. Then we have the natural

Definition. The projective tangent bundle TX of X is defined to be P(E), i.e., the

holomorphic fiber bundle whose fiber over z G X is the projective p-p\ane tr(Ez) =

P(ËZ).

It is now an easy matter to define (adapted unitary) moving frames on X c P".

A moving frame (see Figure 2) on U c X consists of n + 1 C + '-valued smooth

functions e0, . . . , en on U such that

(i) tr(e0) = z,

(ii) eQ, . . . , e span É ,
... p

(iii) e0, . . . , en are a unitary frame.

As before, one then defines differential forms co^ = (deA, eB), 0 < A, B < n, on U.

We shall return to the structure equations shortly.

Figure 2
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(b) Connections and Chern classes. We now give a brief summary of the theory of

connections on complex vector bundles in order to recall the differential-geometric

definition of Chern classes. For more details, we refer the reader to [7], [14], [28].

Let A" be a complex manifold and let m: E —* X be a smooth complex vector bundle

of rank r. A hermitian metric on £ is a smooth assignment of hermitian metrics

(-,-)z in each fiber 7r"'(z); it is easy to construct a hermitian metric on any vector

bundle using partitions of unity. Given a choice s = (sx, . . . , sr) of local frame

field for E, we define hy(z) = (s¡(z), Sj(z))z ; the «,-, are smooth functions depending

on s. We say the frame field is unitary if ft,. = 8,t. Note that a hermitian metric on

TX is identical to a hermitian metric on X. We say E —» X is a holomorphic vector

bundle if E is a complex manifold and -n is holomorphic; we say £ is a hermitian

vector bundle if it is a holomorphic vector bundle with a hermitian metric.

A connection on a vector bundle gives a means of differentiating sections and its

associated curvature measures the extent to which derivatives fail to commute.

Specifically, let T(E) denote global complex-valued C°° sections and T*X the

complexified cotangent bundle. A connection D on E is a C-linear mapping D:

T(E) -h> T(T*X ® E) such that D(fs) = df ® s + fDs for s G T(E), f G C°°. If

í = (sx, . . ., sr) is a local frame field on an open set U c X, we define 1-forms co/

(here 1 < i,j, k < r) on U by Ds¡ = 2co/ ® Sj and say that (co/) is the connection

matrix relative to the frame i. As a matter of notation, we agree to lower the index

and write coiy- for the connection matrix with respect to a unitary frame.

Thus, if a is an arbitrary section, we put a = 2 a 's¡, and Do = Y,(daJ + a'co/) <8>

Sj. We then extend the action of D to APT*X ® E as follows.

D: T(ApT*X ® E) -, T(Ap+lT*X ® E),

D(<¡> ® sr) = d<b®si + (-lf^(^A <*>/) ® sj.

We now compute

d(ds,) = d( 2 co/ ® 5,) = 2 (¿"/ - S H* A 4) ® *

Setting D(Ds¡) = 2ß/ ® J, defines a matrix (£2^) of 2-forms, which we term the

curvature matrix of D with respect to the frame field s. In matrix notation, we have

ß = du — co A <»>•

One of the central formulas emerges when we consider how the connection and

curvature matrices transform when we change frame fields.

Lemma. Let g: £/—»Gl(r, C) ¿>e a smooth change of frame field; i.e., define

s'i(z) = 2 gij(z)Sj(z). Then

co' = gwg"1 + dg ■ g~\       0' = gSg"1. (1.8)

The proof is straightforward computation and is omitted. Cf. [7], [14].

In the case of real vector bundles, it is essentially only for the tangent bundle

that one can find a unique connection compatible with the Riemannian metric (the

Levi-Civita connection). However, in the case of holomorphic vector bundles on

complex manifolds, the underlying complex structure provides a preferred connec-

tion. Since any differential form on a complex manifold can be decomposed into
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forms of type (p, q), we may consider the (0, 1) component of the connection D. In

particular, we say D is compatible with the complex structure if the (0, 1) component

of D is 3; on the other hand, we say D is compatible with the hermitian structure if,

for any two sections a, a', d(o, a') = (Do, a') + (a, Da'). We now have the

Proposition. Let E -, X be a hermitian vector bundle. There is a unique connec-

tion D on E compatible with both the holomorphic structure and the hermitian

structure. We call the connection so obtained the canonical connection on E.

Suppose we now compute with respect to a unitary frame field j. Then we have

the important

Proposition. The curvature matrix of the canonical connection with respect to a

unitary frame field is a skew-hermitian matrix of forms of type (1, 1).

We turn next to a brief discussion of Chern classes of hermitian vector bundles.

While there is a plethora of definitions, the usual ones (e.g., classifying spaces,

splitting principle, obstruction theory) depend on global topological considerations

and give the Chern classes as cohomology classes. Since we are ultimately inter-

ested in local phenomena, we need a specific cocycle representing the cohomology

class, and it is most convenient to use differential forms. This was essentially

Chern's definition of Chern classes in [3].

Let E —> X be a complex vector bundle of rank r over a complex manifold X.

Define a connection D (arbitrarily) on E and let ß be its curvature matrix with

respect to a given frame field. Define forms ck(ü) by

dJtl + ^-ti) = 2 ck(Q)tr-k.
\ L-n       )       k = 0

While a priori these forms are only locally defined and depend on the choice of

frame field, note that the left-hand side is invariant under conjugation by Gl(r, C)

and since ß transforms by (1.8) under change of frame, the forms c¿(ñ) are in fact

globally defined. It is a direct computation to check that

^ - (^ë~n s e¿ ••'•'« a • • ■Aß'    (i-9)
where ¿¡¡'j...^ is the sign of the permutation (a,, ..., a,) ~» (/?,,... , ßj). For

example, we have

c,(ß) = (V^T /2ir)tr(Q),       cr(ß) = (V^T /2îr)'det(n).

It follows immediately from the Bianchi identity that ck(Q) are closed forms (cf.

[17]).
If we take £ to be a hermitian vector bundle and equip it with the canonical

connection, we then compute the curvature matrix ß£ with respect to a unitary

frame field. Then since ß£ is a skew-hermitian matrix of (1, 1) forms, one checks

easily that
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is a closed, real (k, k) form on X, thereby defining a cohomology class in

Hk-k(X) n H2k(X, R) c H2k(X, C). We shall refer to these forms as the Chern

forms of E. When we think of the cohomology classes defined by the forms, we

shall often write [ck(SlE)] = ck(E).

The assorted standard properties of Chern classes hold on the level of forms, and

we list them here. Define the total Chern form c(ßr) = 1 + c,(ß£) + • • • +cr(ß£).

Unless we specify otherwise, by ß£ we shall always mean the curvature matrix of

the canonical connection with respect to a unitary frame field.

(1.10) Theorem. (1) Iff: Y —* X is a holomorphic mapping of complex manifolds

and E is a hermitian vector bundle on X, then

c(ß/>£.) = f*c(Q,E)       (naturality).

(2) Let 0^>Zi'—»if—»is"—»0 be a short exact sequence of hermitian vector

bundles on X. Then

c(üE) = c(QE) A c(ß£..).

(3) Let E be a hermitian vector bundle of rank r, L a hermitian line bundle. Then

c*(<W) = 2 (¿I'JcA'Q*) ac.ía)*-'.

We return to a submanifold X c P". In order to compare the projective tangent

bundle TX and the abstract tangent bundle TX, we recall the definition of the

tautological or universal line bundle H~l on P". Viewing P" as lines through the

origin in C+l, we define

// ' = {(/, Z)6P"X C+1: Z E /};

i.e., the fiber over a point in P" is the line in C+l represented by the point. It is

easy to check that \\Z\\2 defines a hermitian metric on H~x (thinking of Z as

homogeneous coordinates on P"); the associated connection form is given by

9 log||Z||2, and the curvature form by ß = 33 log||Z||2. One checks that cx(QH-\) =

(V^T /27r)ß represents -1 G H2(P", Z) = Z with a simple integration. (The dual

bundle H is called the hyperplane bundle and has Chern class +1 ; its Chern form is

(V-Í /2ir)ad log||Z||2 = co = Kahler form of P".)

Then it is natural to view TV as Hom(//"', en + x/H~'i), where e" + l/H"' «

(H~})± is the orthogonal complement with respect to the hermitian metric on the

trivial (n + l)-plane bundle e"+1 (cf. [21, pp. 169-170]). From the point of view of

moving frames, we are saying that for a choice of unitary frame field e0, . . . , e„ in

a neighborhood of z = ir(e0), the (1, 0) cotangent space T"Z(1'0)P" is spanned by

co0t, . . . , coOÄ. Similarly, given a submanifold X of P", we would expect

co0j, . . . , coop to span TiU0)X. Geometrically, this is saying that TX —

Hom(H\ E/H~l) = H ® (É/H l) = (É ® H)/e. In fact, this holds in the ho-

lomorphic category as well.

(1.11) Proposition (Euler sequence).

0 -, H -' -^ Ê -> TX ® Hl -» 0

is an exact sequence of hermitian vector bundles on X, where by H~l we mean the

restriction of the tautological line bundle to X.
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Remark. On one hand, H~l ^, Ë, since the tautological line is clearly a subspace

of each fiber of E. On the other hand, w„ seems to give a mapping E —> TX, but

this only works locally, since any choice of section of E is naturally twisted by H~l

(i.e., by the local lifting /). Thus, it is not surprising that the twist appears in the

sequence.

A proof of Proposition (1.11) can be given along the lines of [14, pp. 408-409] or

by a direct computation of transition functions.

The Euler sequence gives a specific relation between the Chern forms of X and

those of the vector bundle E. In particular, the exact sequence (1.11) gives

O^e1 -, Ê ®H^> TX^O,

and thus by (1.10), c(£lx) = c(ñ¿8ff). We conclude

(1.12) Corollary, cißp.) = (1 + co)"+1.

(1.13) Corollary, ck(Slx) = S^LuCÍ-TV/Í^) A w*_/, and, conversely,

ckm-i(-ir'(p + '-l)c^x)Ao,k-'.
¡=o \    k - I    I

(c) Grassmannians. One can view the Grassmannian G(p, n) of p-dimensional

subspaces of C as a homogeneous space in either of two ways. First of all,

G(p, n) = U(n)/(U(p) X U(n — p)) and hence is compact; this approach will be

important in considering unitary frames and coframes on the Grassmannian. On

the other hand, if we let K c Gl(«, C) denote the subgroup consisting of matrices

of the form

A G Gl(p, C), B arbitrary, C G Gl(n - p, C),

then G(p, ri) = Gl(«, C)/ K, and hence is a complex manifold. As a matter of

notation, define G(p, n) = G(p + 1, n + 1) = the space of projective/J-planes in

P".

In order to discuss moving frames on Grassmannians, we must first consider the

hermitian geometry of the unitary group U(n). The rows of a matrix g G U(n) give

a unitary frame ex, . . . , en for C. Since the e¡ are therefore smooth C-valued

functions on U(n), dei are C-valued 1-forms on U(n) and we can define the

1-forms co,/= (de¡, ej) on U(ri) using the hermitian inner product on C. Since

(e¡, ej) = 8¡j, differentiation gives o¡¡j + co,,- = 0. Moreover, we find that these forms

are the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan forms on U(n); for putting co = (co/y-), we see

that

co/7 = (det, ej) = 2 dgikgJk = (dg ■ g"%-,
k

since g G U(ri), and therefore we have co = dg- g~l. To see co is right-invariant,

then, we compute R*u = d(gg0)(gg0)~l = dg ■ g0gölg~l = co, as required. Since

{(¿¡j} give a basis for the 1-forms at the identity element of U(n), by right-

invariance they give a parallelism of T* U(n).

B
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The structure equations of the unitary group are given by

(1.14) Proposition (Maurer-Cartan equations).

du¡j = 2 ">ik A«*/;    i-e.,    du = co A «.

Proof. Since gg~x = /, d(g~x) = -g~l ■ dg- g'1. Therefore, du = d(dg■ g~x) =

-dg A d(g~x) = dg A g"' • dg ■ g~l = co A w.

We now turn to the study of the Grassmannian as a homogeneous space. We

define G(p, n) as the space of right cosets but will abuse notation for typographical

reasons by writing G(p, n) = G/H, where G = ¿7(h), H = U(p) X U(n - p). The

principal bundle

U(n) (ex, ...,en)

\,1T I

G(p, n)     ex/\- - - /\ep

with group H acting on the left is the bundle of adapted unitary frames on the

Grassmannian, and we may use local sections of this bundle to pull the Maurer-

Cartan forms of G back to G/H.

(1.15) Proposition. The forms uap, uap on U(n) are horizontal for the fibration

U(n) -^ G(p, n), and for any local section s, s*uap are forms of type (I, 0) on G(p, n)

and hence are a basis for T^x,<y)G(p, n).

Proof. (1) Let e = identity in G = U(n). Since the fiber over Hg G G/H is the

right translate by g of the fiber over He, and since the forms uaji are right-invariant,

it suffices to verify that ua^(e) is horizontal. But a vertical vector Y at e is an

element of the Lie algebra b, and uaj¡(e)( Y) is the (a, ¡i) component of Y, which is

zero by definition of H.

(2) That the forms s*uaji are of type (1, 0) is not at all clear insofar as we are

using unitary frames. The crucial point is to express s*uaí¡ in terms of a holomor-

phic frame field. Let Z„ . . ., Zp, Zp+,,..., Z„ be an adapted holomorphic frame

field (i.e., Z„ . . . , Zp span the p-plane), or, in other words, a local holomorphic

section of the bundle Gl(«, C) -» Gl(«, C)/K s G(p, n).

If s = (ex, . . . , e„) is a local unitary frame field, then there are smooth functions

saß- such that ea = ?,saß-Zß. Therefore,

s*"aß = (dea, ep) = 2 saß(dZß, ep) + 2 dsaß-{Zß, ep);

the first term is of type (1,0) and the second term vanishes.

While choosing a local section s enables us to pull the forms back to G/H, these

forms do not extend to globally defined forms on G/H. Clearly some sort of

invariance under the action of H is necessary for this to happen. We expand on

this in the next few results.

(1.16) Proposition. Let tr: G -, G/H. Given a k-form <b on G, there exists a form

\p on G/H such that <j> = w*i/', i.e., cb descends to a form \p on G/H, if and only if (i)

<t> is horizontal, and (ii) L?<t> = <t> for h G H.

Cf. [17, Vol. 2, p. 294].
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Now, so far as the Maurer-Cartan forms of G are concerned, we have the

(1.17) Lemma. Let U G G/H be an open set over which the bundle G —* G/H is

trivial, and let s: U —» G be a section on U. Let h: U^> H be a smooth function.

Then

(hs)*u = h(s*u)h~x + dh ■ h~\ (1.18)

where u = (u¡j) is the matrix of Maurer-Cartan forms of G.

Proof. This is straightforward computation and is omitted.

One elementary consequence of Lemma (1.17) is the following fact which is a

great aid in computations.

(1.19) Corollary. Given x0 G G/H, there exists a local section s (i.e., an

appropriate choice of local frame field) such that s*(uaß)(x0) = s*(u^)(x0) = 0.

Proof. Let U c G/H be a neighborhood of x0 over which the bundle is trivial,

and let j: U -» G be an arbitrary section. Put h(x0) = I,

0
-dh(x0) =

s*uaß(xo)

0 í*«„í(*o)

Then it follows from (1.18) that (hs)*uaß(x0) = («s)*co^-(;e0) = 0.

Remark. The fact that one may annihilate what is essentially a connection

matrix at a fixed point by an appropriate choice of frame field is a generalization of

Gauss normal coordinates in Riemannian geometry.

While the forms uap are horizontal, we see from (1.18) that they are not

left-invariant under H. Nevertheless, certain combinations will be and hence will

descend by Proposition (1.16) to globally defined forms on G/H. For example,

2cooí¡ ® üaß and \p — (V-T /2)2coa(I A üaj¡ are invariant and give the hermitian

(Fubini-Study) metric and Kahler form of G(p, n) respectively, as one can easily

check. Granting that we know \p is a well-defined form on G(p, n), we abuse

notation and omit the pullback by a section.

Lemma. t|/ = (V-l /2)2coaíI A <¿aj¡ is a Kahler form on G(p, n); i.e., a\p = 0.

Proof. Fix x0 G G(p, n); it certainly suffices to show dty(x0) = 0. Choose a

frame field s according to Corollary (1.19) so that s*(uaß)(xQ) = s*(u^)(x0) = 0. By

the structure equations (1.14), dua- = Scoa^ A »ß- + 2coaj; A <¿v-. Pulling back by j

and evaluating at x0, we get 0, so certainly a\p(x0) = 0, since the statement is

independent of choice of frame field.

We remark that since ip is the invariant Kahler form on G/H a G(p, n), the

invariant volume form on G(p, n) is unique (up to constants) and is given,

according to Lemma (1.1), by \¡/d(-p''')/d(p, n)\, where d(p, n) = p(n — p) =

dimcG(p, n). For future reference, we record this as a

(1.20) Lemma. The form dL = (V^T /2y(n~p)Auap A¿oaí¡ is the invariant volume

form on G(p, n).

The universal bundles on the Grassmannian will play a pivotal rôle in our

considerations, and so we pause to discuss the relevant geometry. On G(p, ri) there
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are the universal sub- and quotient-bundles, of rank p and n — p respectively,

defined by the exact sequence

O^E-,e"-,Q^>0.

E is the holomorphic vector bundle whose fiber over a /»-plane A is {z G C:

z G A}. Note that this is an immediate generalization of the tautological line

bundle H x on P" = G(l, n + 1). The bundles E and Q inherit natural hermitian

structures from the metric on C.

(1.21) Proposition. Let ex, . . . , ep be a local unitary frame field for E; let s be

any local section of G -, G/H whose first p components are ex, . . . , e , and write

Ujj = s*(Ujj) as forms locally defined on G(p, n). Then (u^) are the canonical

connection forms for E and tiaß = -2coa- A »ßß are the curvature forms.

Proof. Immediate.

The interplay between the differential geometry of the Grassmannians and

algebro-geometric questions comes from the Schubert cycles whose definition we

now recall.

(1.22) Definition. Let {0} = V0 G Vx G ■ ■ ■ G V„ = C be a complete flag for

C. Let a = (ax, . . . , ap) be a nonincreasing sequence of integers between 0 and

n — p. Then we define the Schubert cycle

°a = "«,, ...a, = {A G G(p, n): dim(A n Vn-p+i-a¡) > i,i= 1, . . . ,p).

The salient result is the following

(1.23) Theorem. oa is an algebraic subvariety of codimension \a\ = 2a,-. The

Poincaré duals of the homology classes carried by the basic Schubert cycles a x      x
q

and oq are (-l)qcq(E) and cq(Q) respectively.

Proof. [14, pp. 410-411], [27].

(d) Invariant cohomology. Let G be a compact Lie group which acts on a

manifold X on the right. We say a differential form fj> on X is invariant if R*4> = </>

for all g G G. Let Inv*(Ar) denote the invariant complex-valued A>forms on X; then

the invariant forms form a complex Inv*(A") with respect to the exterior derivative

d.

(1.24) Lemma. Any closed form § on X is cohomologous to a closed invariant form

Proof. Cf. [25, p. 455].

(1.25) Theorem. If a compact group G acts on X and Inv*(AT) if the complex of

invariant forms, then

Hk(X, C) - Hk(lnv*(X)) = {dosedinvariant k-forms)

d(lnwk-x(X))

Proof. There is a natural mapping Hk(lnv*(X)) ^ HkR(X) = Hk(X, Q. That

this map is surjective follows from Lemma (1.24). On the other hand, the mapping

is injective, for if an invariant form <¡> = dp is exact, we can write <f> = <f> = dp =

5p, and thus M = 0 G Hk(lnv*(X)).
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In particular, a more restrictive geometric structure leads to a stronger result.

(1.26) Corollary. If X is a hermitian (or Riemanniari) symmetric space, then any

invariant form is closed. As a consequence, H*(X, Ç) = Inv*(A').

Proof. By definition [17, p. 225], if X = G/H is a symmetric space, then there is

an involution a of G which induces the map o-^-oon each tangent space of X.

Let {X^} = {Xp + X, . . . ,X„} be a basis for h and add {Xa} = {Xx, . . . , Xp) to

obtain a basis for g. Then otXa = -Xa and otXp = Xp. The structure equations of

the Lie group are [X¡, Xj] = ^ùc,k,Xk. Since a+ is a Lie algebra automorphism,

am[X¡, Xj] = [amX¡, otXj]. In particular, we have, on one hand, o^[Xa, Xß] =

[Jk*y-2<#*i. and on the other, o,[Xa, Xp\ = a^c^X,) = -Sc^Jr" +

Sc^A' . Juxtaposing the two, we see that c£ß = 0.

Dualizing, we let co1, . . . , co'', up+x, . . ., u" be the Maurer-Cartan forms of G;

they satisfy duk = -\~EckjU' A co-7, and therefore we have

du" = - 2 <&«' A co" - \ 2 Ceo" A co" = 0    mod(co").

Any invariant form <!> on G/H must be a polynomial in co" with constant

coefficients (since G acts transitively on G/H), and thus d<¡> = 0 mod(co"). Since <f>,

and hence d<b, is well defined on G/ H we must therefore have d<f> = 0.

The latter statement follows immediately from Theorem (1.25).

The main point here is that the Grassmannians are symmetric spaces (let

while the more general flag manifolds with which we shall be concerned are not.

For further discussion of the cohomology of symmetric spaces vis-à-vis invariant

theory, we refer the reader to [1].

By virtue of Corollary (1.26) the question of understanding the cohomology of a

homogeneous space is reduced to a computation of invariant forms. There is a

subtle switch which occurs, however. We know that all the invariant forms on G

are polynomials with constant coefficients in the Maurer-Cartan forms. According

to (1.15), certain of these Maurer-Cartan forms give, locally, a basis for forms on

G/H. Thus, finding invariant forms on G/H is rather a matter of finding those

polynomials in the Maurer-Cartan forms which are invariant under the left (or

adjoint) action of H. Furthemore, since G acts transitively on G/H, we are

reduced to considering invariant theory on a particular vector space-namely, the

tangent space to G/H at a fixed point. This, then, is the great virtue of the

homogeneous spaces.

The main tool in these proofs is a slight modification of the most elementary of

Hermann Weyl's results on invariant theory.

(1.27) Theorem (H. Weyl [30]). Let V be an N-dimensional hermitian vector

space on which U(N) acts. Let vx, . . . , vk G V. Any U(N)-invariant polynomial in

the components of the vectors v¡ and their conjugates is a polynomial in the inner

products (v¿, Vj), 1 < i,j < k.
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This theorem was the foundation of Chern's original definition of Chern classes

[3] and also of his work on the kinematic formula in Riemannian geometry [6].

Earlier, we observed that 2coa- A <¿ap is an example of an expression in the

Maurer-Cartan forms of U(n) which descends to a well-defined form on G(p, n).

From a similar computation one might deduce the invariance of any expression of

the form

ZjWa,jï, A"       '   A^oj,^ A «a,^,, A '       •   A4^^,,

(sum over all ax, ..., otk, nx, ..., nk, o an arbitrary permutation), which conforms

to the summation convention (each index appearing with a conjugate companion,

and summed). With the aid of Weyl's theorem one may now prove a stronger result

classifying all invariant forms on the Grassmannian.

(1.28) Theorem (Chern [3]). The invariant forms on G(p, n) are polynomials with

constant coefficients in the Chern forms ct(p,E) of the universal subbundle (or,

alternatively, in the Chern forms c,(ßg) of the quotient bundle). Hence the Chern

classes c¡(E) generate H*(G(p, n), R).

We defer the proof to the Appendix since the result is well known. We include

the proof since we shall need the same methods later. In particular, we have the

(1.29) Corollary. The invariant forms on P" are polynomials with constant

coefficients in the Kahler form u; i.e., the cohomology is generated by the Chern class

of the hyperplane bundle H.

2. Crofton formulas in complex integral geometry. The general setting in integral

geometry involves two spaces (e.g., manifolds or analytic varieties) X and Y upon

which a group acts and some subset I g X X Y which is invariant under the

induced action of the group on the product. In the cases which interest us in the

complex realm, X and Y will be compact complex manifolds (perhaps with

boundary) and the (not necessarily nonsingular) subvariety / will be some sort of

incidence correspondence. Moreover, the projection maps

I G X X Y
m-,

V \

X Y

will fiber / over each of X and Y. We will concentrate on studying the mapping

77-u7r* carrying differential forms on Y to those on X (or, when we can afford the

sloppiness, the induced mapping of cohomology classes).

When the fiber of w2 is zero-dimensional, the situation becomes particularly

simple. We shall refer to formulas which arise in such a manner as Crofton

formulas1 for they are formally analogous to the formulas originally considered by

Crofton (cf. [23], [2]).

'Note that this is not in keeping with Griffiths' nomenclature in [12]. He seems to refer to any

integro-geometric formula as a Crofton formula. We shall try to be more specific and shall refer to more

general sorts of formulas as kinematic formulas, as in [4], [6].
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We start with formulas of the Crofton type because here both the topological

and the invariant-theoretic considerations appear in the simplest and clearest light.

The first formula is the most elementary insofar as volume is the only geometric

invariant to enter; in the two Gauss-Bonnet formulas which follow, however, the

geometry of the tangent bundle begins to appear.

(2.1) Theorem (Crofton formula for a subvariety of P"). Let Xk c P" be a

compact analytic subvariety with boundary (perhaps empty). Let dL denote the

invariant measure on G(n — k, n)2 (cf. Lemma (1.20)), and for L G G(n — k, n), let

n(X n L) = the number of points of intersection of X and L. Then

f n(X nL)dL = vol(G(» - k, «)) f co* = V°1(G(" ~*' w)) volffl,
JG(n-k,n) JX VOl(P*)

where u = (V^T /27r)331og||z||2 is the normalized Kahler form on P".

Proof. The main point is to prove a universal, yet local, formula on P" and

introduce the particular subvariety X only at the last moment. Consider the

incidence correspondence I = {(z, L): z G L} c P" X G(n — k, n), together with

projections:

77, 7T2
V \

P" G(n - k, n)

Here the group U(n + 1) acts on the entire picture. Note, however, that when we

restrict to Xk c P", the fiber ^'(L) will consist of the points of X lying in

L G G(n — k, n) and by transversality this is generically a finite set. We hope this

helps explain our earlier comments on terminology.

Computing ■nXlf(-Trz'dL) is the crucial step; this will be a form of real degree =

dim G(n — k, n) - dim fiber wx = dim P" - dim fiber tr2 = 2(n — (n — k)) = 2k

(all dimensions real). On the other hand, it is certainly invariant under U(n + 1)

and of type (k, k); it is therefore a multiple of co* by Corollary (1.29).

We can, however, give a more directly topological argument using Poincaré

duality (cf. Appendix (a)). For any closed form $ on G{n — k, ri), the Poincaré

dual of 7ru7r2*$ is m^(trjjZ), where Z = ^"'(«Ê) is the homology class representing

the dual of 4>. In this case, if we normalize the volume of G(n — k, ri) to be one, Z

is a point L0 G G(n — k, ri) and clearly -n^mj/Z) ss (z G L0 c P"}, whose Poin-

caré dual is precisely co*. We hasten to emphasize that despite appearances to the

contrary, we have not avoided invariant theory by this route. This computation

shows merely that the cohomology class of •nXm(tr^dL) is [co*] G H2k(P", Ç).

However, since the subvariety X may have boundary, it is not sufficient to know

just the cohomology class-we need the precise form representing the class. Now,

by Corollary (1.26) there is a unique invariant form representing the class, and

since co * is invariant, we are done.

To finish the proof, we consider the inclusion X<L* P" and chase back the

diagram (see Figure 3).

2Recall that G(k, n) m G(k + 1, n + 1) is the space of P*'s in P".
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f n\*(v*dL) = f tr*dL = f «(* n L) c/L
•'* m Jn,-\X) JG(n-k,n)

cfco*
•/Ar

It remains to evaluate the constant c. This is easily done by taking X = P* ^ P",

whence the result follows. Note, by the way, that there is no trouble with

singularities of X since they occur in real codimension at least two (cf. [12], [14]).

F

[■

4- B
u

Figure 3

Remark. This Crofton formula may be viewed as an integrated form of Bezout's

Theorem: if X is compact (hence algebraic), the generic intersection X n L will

consist of d = deg X points, and the theorem merely expresses the proportionality

of volume and degree. However, the integrated form has proved useful in the

noncompact case, particularly in value distribution theory (cf. [11], [13]).

As examples of a more subtle Crofton formula, we consider the extrinsic

Gauss-Bonnet theorems in the complex setting. Now the Gauss mapping of a

submanifold of C or P" comes naturally into play.

(2.2) Theorem (Complex Gauss-Bonnet in C). Let Xk c C be a compact

complex submanifold with boundary, and let $lx be the curvature form (1.7) of the

induced hermitian metric on X. Let H GP"~X* be a hyperplane through the origin in

C, and let n(X, H) = the number of points z G X such that TZX c H (viewing TZX

as a linear subspace ofC). Then

f      n(X,H)dH = (-l)k ( ck(Qx)    where f       dH = 1.
J-pn- 1* J y Jon— I*

Remark. (1) There is a comparable integro-geometric formulation of the Gauss-

Bonnet theorem for real submanifolds of R". We shall not go into this here, but we

do point out that, as in the real case, we have a juxtaposition of the Euler class and

Morse theory. (Cf. e.g. [19].)

(2) This Gauss-Bonnet theorem gives a more direct proof of Langevin's main

result in [18] relating curvature and algebraic singularities.

Proof. We first seek an appropriate universal formula on the Grassmannian

G(k, ri). Let / = {(L, H): L c H) c G(k, ri) X P"-1*, and define projections:

77, 77,

G(k, n) P"~x*
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Note that the affine unitary group acts, and that here / is a nonsingular subvariety

of G(k, n) X P"~u; in fact, it is the flag manifold G(k, n - 1, ri). Let dH be the

normalized volume element on p"_1* and consider ¡p = ■nXm(ir*dH). Note that the

fiber of77[ at [H ^ L0] ¡sP"-*-1*, and therefore \p will be an invariant form of

type (k, k) on G(k, n). The precise determination of \p is slightly more involved

here; the direct approach is to chase through Poincaré duality, and to use

Definition (1.22) and Theorem (1.23).

<$-x(dH) = {H0} G P""1*;        77u(t72-1//0) « (L G G(k, n): L c H0} = *,__,,

k

and

®{ox^x) = (-l)kck(E),

*

where E is the universal subbundle on G(k, ri). As before, this computation gives

just a cohomology class, but this form is in fact the unique invariant form

representing the class.

The next step is to specialize to X<L, C. We define the Gauss mapping y:

X -> G(k, n) by y(z) = TZX. Then certainly y*E = TX, and the theorem follows

from the naturality (1.10) of Chern classes:

(-1)* [ ck(Slx) = f y*(7rx.TT*dH) = f >n*dH = f      n(X, H) dH,
JX JX J-n\\i(X)) Jf»-\*

where the last equality follows from the definition of the incidence correspondence.

Some classical algebraic geometry comes into the picture when we pass to the

projective analogue of Theorem (2.2). The appropriate geometric construction is

the projective Gauss mapping. Recalling from §1 the notion of the projective

tangent bundle TX of Xk c P", we define the projective Gauss mapping y:

X —> G(k, ri) by y(z) = TZX. Note that by virtue of this definition, y*E = E, where

E is the universal subbundle on G(k, n) = G(k + 1, n + 1) and E is the vector

bundle associated to TX. The appropriate theorem is now

(2.3) Theorem (Projective Gauss-Bonnet). Let Xk c P" be a compact complex

submanifold with boundary (perhaps empty). Let Úx denote the curvature form of the

hermitian vector bundle E on X. For £ G G(n — 2, ri), let n(X, £) denote the number

of points z G X such that TZX n £ has dimension > k — 1. Then

f n(X, I) dt = (-1)* f ck(Ûx)    where f di = 1.
JG(n-2,n) ■>X JG(n-2,n)

Proof. That we are seeking ck of a bundle of rank k + 1 accounts for the

difference between Theorems (2.2) and (2.3). In particular, one checks from the

definition (1.22) of Schubert cycles that

Ok^,(£) = {L G G(k, n): dim(L n i) > k - 1}

-translating everything into projective notation. The proof is in all other respects

identical to that of Theorem (2.2).
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n(xni_) = 4

Figure 4

We consider a simple, but instructive example. Let C be a nonsingular algebraic

curve of degree d in P2. For generic PGP2, n(C, P) is a classical invariant called

the class of C (see Figure 4). This is the degree <5 of the dual curve C* c P2*. Since

C is nonsingular, it is not hard to compute that (cf. [14, p. 280])

Now,

8 = d(d- l),   g = genus C = (d - l)(d - 2)/2.

-/cc,(ßc) = -x(C) = 2g - 2 = d(d - 3),  and this  is not  equal  to 8 =

d(d - 1). The discrepancy, of course, is due to the twist relating TC and TC. In

particular, the Euler sequence (1.11) gives

0 -, Hx -, Ê -> TC ® Hx -> 0,

and thus £",(ßc) = c,(ßc) — 2co and fcu = d,  so -}cc\(ßc) = d(d — 3) + 2d =

d(d - 1).

Using the formulas (1.13) relating Chern forms of TX to those of E, we can

rewrite Theorem (2.3) in a somewhat more intrinsic manner; now all intermediate

Chern forms appear.

Corollary. ^„^„^(X, Qd£ = (-l)*2*_0(-iy(y + l)fxck_j(Six) A <**.

This gives an immediate application generalizing our prior example. If A"1-1 c

P" is a nonsingular algebraic hypersurface, we can define the dual hypersurface

X* c P"*(X* = {fjX: z G X}). The degree 8 of X* is precisely n(X, £) for generic

£, by projective duality. We therefore have the formula

S = (-i)""' "¿'(-íy'O- + l)(cn_j_x(Six)A<¿.
j = 0 Jx

Remark. We point out that there are generalizations of Theorems (2.2) and (2.3)

to arbitrary Schubert cycles in the Grassmannian. One must take greater care with

the proof, however, since the general Schubert cycle is singular and therefore the

incidence correspondence becomes a singular variety. Integration over the fiber is

nevertheless valid. Griffiths gives some discussion of these formulas in [12].

3. The linear kinematic formula in P". We now move on to discuss integro-geo-

metric formulas which are not of the Crofton type. The question is this: to what

extent can we recover geometric information about a complex submanifold of P"
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from that of its plane sections? In the algebraic case, there is an immediate answer,

and it is with this case that we begin. In the nonalgebraic case, however, we must

resort to an averaging process to eradicate the nonintrinsic terms coming from the

second fundamental form of the submanifold's sections.

Proposition. Let Xp c P" be a p-dimensional nonsingular algebraic variety, and

let L G G(n — k, ri) be a linear space of codimension k meeting X transversely. Then

we have the following equation of differential forms (and hence of cohomology classes)

on X n L:

c&xni) * 2 ("»'i k + ! " ' V A c,-,(M*nL'      j = 0,...,P-k.
( = 0

(3.1)

Proof. Since X and L meet transversely, the normal bundle N(X n L, X) of

X n L in X is the restriction to X n Lof

N(L, Pn) = H 0 • • • ®H= H®k.

k times

From the exact sequence

0->T(X n L)->TX\XnL-*N(X n L,X)^0

of vector bundles on X n L, it follows from (1.10) that c(X) = c(X n L) •

c(H®k), whence c(X n L) = c(X)/(l + co)*. The proposition now follows from an

elementary

(3.2) Lemma. As a formal power series, (1 + x)'k = 2(-l)'(*+-_1)x'.

We now exploit Poincaré duality to give this in a more convenient form. Since

the Poincaré dual of L s= P"~* is co*, we have by (A.4)

I       \p = I \p A co*    for any closed (p — k,p — k) form \p. (3.3)
JxnL       Jx

In particular, applying (3.1) and (3.3) in turn,

/     c/QXnI) A«>-k-J = 2(-!)'(* + ! " M/     Cj_,(Qx) A>-*-'+<
JXnL V i i JXnL

= 2 (-!)'( * + J - l )fej-A&x) A co"->+';

i.e.,

/      c/ß^J A co-*- = 2 (-D'i k + J-,! " Í " ' )/ Mû,) A "'-'.      (3.4)
-'jrnL /-o V        J      ' IX

We let dL denote the invariant measure on G(n — k, ri) defined in Lemma (1.20).

Since the set of L G G(n — k, ri) which fail to meet X transversely is of measure
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zero (Bertini's Theorem), we may integrate (3.4) over G(n — k, n) to obtain

f ( (     Cj(ilXnL) A co*"*-V = 2 «, Í c/0,) A «""',
JG(n-k,n)\JXnL I , = o     J X

a,. = vol(G(« - *, n)) ■ (-iyw( ^ ■¥ j-i- \ j ^

As it stands, this is merely a trivial deduction from (3.4). It is, however, the

integrated version (3.5) of (3.1) which holds locally. It is not altogether surprising

that one must average over a group (or all linear spaces) in order to get a local

result; for if we put j = 0, k = p, we recover the Crofton formula (2.1) and this is

certainly not valid unaveraged for nonalgebraic subvarieties. So we turn to proving

the kinematic formula (3.5) for an arbitrary compact submanifold X with

boundary.

The key to the proof of the Gauss-Bonnet formulas was a universal formula on a

Grassmannian. Here, however, we must introduce a slightly more intricate model

space. We define the so-called pointed Grassmannian

G(0,p, n) - {(z, T): z G T) c P" X G(p, n);

G(0,p, ri) is a homogeneous space with group U(n + 1) but is not symmetric. (This

distinction will prove important in comparing cohomology and invariant forms.)

On G(0, p, ri) there is the tautological bundle Ep + X of rank/? + 1 obtained by

pullback from G(p, n), as well as the pullback H~x of the tautological line bundle

on P". Note that H x is naturally a subbundle of Ep+X.

Since we want to relate X n L to X, fixing z0 G X amounts to fixing a p-olanc

Tz X = T G G(p, ri) and examining all (p — Ä:)-planes S obtained by intersecting

T with a variable (n — rc)-plane L G G(n — k, ri). So we are led to a more

elaborate flag space. Define

G(0,/> - k,n- k,ri)

= {(z, S, L): z G S C L) G P" X G(p - k, n) X G(n - k, ri).

The marvelous observation is that the structure of this flag space embodies the

geometry we wish to study in a universal way. What makes everything work is the

linear structure of the projective tangent bundle; that is, if L meets X transversely,

then TZ(X n L) = TZX n L. Translating what we have just said into an incidence

correspondence, we define

/ C G(0,/>, n) X G(0,p - k,n - k, ri),

I = {(z, T), (z', S, L):z = z',S gT n L)

■nx it2
S ^ (3.6)

G(0,/>, n) G(0, p - k,n - k,ri)

and observe that U(n + 1) acts on all three spaces on the right. We with to

understand the mapping 77u77*.

Now, the computation of all invariant forms on G(0,p, n) is complicated by the

fact that G(0, p, n) is homogeneous with group U(n + I), but is not a symmetric
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space. For our immediate purposes, only the closed forms-i.e., those with topologi-

cal meaning-will be important, and so to simplify our considerations we discard

the others. It is a quirk of fate that the geometry of the Gauss mapping embodied

in the differential ideal Í which follows does this automatically. To drive home the

point that there are forms on a nonsymmetric homogeneous space which are not

closed, we give two simple examples. Define (¡> = 2ßa/j A co" A co^, xp = 2coa¿¡ A

coa A co". Using a local frame field in which co^ = co^ = 0 at (z0, T0) and applying

the structure equations (3.1), we find that

d<P = 2 Kß A (co" A co^ A ^ -co« A co" A 5^)

and

d<P = - (2^ A co" Aco" + 2 B^-Au'A«').

Note, in particular, that xp is a form of odd degree, and by Theorem (1.25) there can

be no nonzero closed form of odd degree (cf. Appendix). The crucial observation,

however, is that if we compute modulo the differential ideal i = (co", co"), then

these examples disappear. In particular, xp = 0, and <b = 2coa¿¡ A co^i? A co° A co^ =

Sco" A coaM- A *y A «' = 2c/co" A co^- A «' = 0.

We now modify the notion of adapted unitary frames defined on Grassmannians

in § 1(c).

We use the following index ranges:

1 < A, B, C < n,        1 < a, ß, y < p,       p + 1 < p., v < n,        0 < i,j < p.

We say e0, . . . , en is an adapted frame field on a subset of G(0,p, ri) if, at (z, T), e0

projects to z G P" and e0, . . . , ep are a frame for T. Now, since G(0, p, n) »

U(n + l)/(U(l) x U(p) X U(n - p)),  we  see   that  the  locally  defined  forms

co1, . . . , co" (uA = u0¿), ua- span the (1, 0) cotangent space of G(0, p, ri).

We cite the result from invariant theory which we need at this point. We defer

the proof to the Appendix.

(3.7) Theorem. Modulo the differential ideal 5 = (co", co"), any invariant form on

G(0,/>, ri) * U(n + l)/(U(l) X U(p) X U(n - p)) is a polynomial with constant

coefficients in the (truncated) Kahler form u = 2co" Aco" and the Chern forms

ck(®ij) °f me universal bundle Ep + X on G(0, p, ri).

We are now in a position to prove the

(3.8) Theorem (Linear kinematic formula). Let Xp c P" be a complex sub-

manifold (perhaps with boundary). Then for j = 0, . . . ,p — k,

f (f      Cj(SiXnL) A co'"*-) dL = 2 a,, f c,(Qx) A co'"',
•/G(n-k,n)\JXnL I , = 0      J X

a, = vol(G(« - k, «)) • (-iy-'( k+J.Z\~Xy (3.5)

whenever both sides make sense.
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Proof. Step 1. We first derive an appropriate universal formula using (3.6).

Define uV = c,(ß£ ) A up~k~J A dL on G(Q,p - k, n — k, ri), where dL is the

invariant measure on G(n - k, ri). xpj is a form of degree 2[p + (n — k)k] on

G(0, p - k, n — k, ri) and the fiber of 77, consists of all (n — /c)-planes passing

through a fixed point and is therefore isomorphic to G(n — k, ri); hence, irXmir*xPj is

an invariant form of total degree 2p on G(0, p, ri).

From (3.7), then, we know that 77u77juV can be written, modulo i, as some

polynomial with constant coefficients P7(ß£ , co) of total degree 2p in the Chern

forms of E' +, and the Kahler form co.

Step 2. We next apply these results to deduce a formula for an arbitrary

submanifold Xp c P". The trick here is to consider a pointed projective Gauss

mapping. We now define y: X —>G(0,/>, ri), y(z) = (z, TZX). Note that (a) y is

automatically an embedding, (b) y*cOp» = co^ and (c) y*Ep+x = E (cf. §l(a)). From

this we see that y*Pj(tiE , u) = Pj(^lx, co), and from (1.13) we infer that there is a

universal polynomial P¡'(ttx, u) of degree 2p such that Pj(ßx, co) = Pj(£lx, co). By

universal we mean that the coefficients of the polynomial depend on dimensions

but not on the particular submanifold X.

Now we perform the integration. Since y is an embedding,

f Pj@x, «) = f y*{wMj) = f    »i»»î*JX JX Jy(X)

=1,   "*W>
'"i\y(X))

where X = ■7r2(trxx(y(X))). Note that ir2\v-nyiX)) is automatically a biholomorphism

since we have used the pointed Gauss mapping. An application of Fubini's

theorem gives

Uj-i {f.     ,    c/0-#Ja«'-*-')a, (3.9)
JX JL(EG(n-k,n)\JXnp-\L) *"*' )

Lihx

where p: G(0,p — k, n — k, n) —>G(n — k, ri) is the obvious projection. Note that

we are integrating here only over those L meeting X transversely. The complement,

of course, has measure zero, and in §4 we will check questions of convergence very

carefully in a more general setting. _,

The crucial observation is that whenever A'fTl L, TZ(X C\ L) = TZX n L and

therefore if we define the Gauss mapping of X n L

yL:X n L-,G(0,p - k, ri),

we have

X n p~\L) = {(z, TJX n L): z G X} G G(0,p - k, n)

= yL(x n L).
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Thus,

4„,-U|C^-')A"'"*"y■•4^J^<^-.)A"'","»

JxnL '

Now, Cj(yliïE k¡) may similarly be expressed in a universal manner as a poly-

nomial in the Kahler form and Chern forms c,(ßA-nL), 0 < i < /. By induction,

therefore, one may evaluate

f If      Cj(ÇlXr,L)/\u»-k-j)dL
JG(n-k,n)\JXnL I

in terms of universal constants and integrals of the form fxc¡(ílx) A co'"'.

Step 3. We have only to determine the constants. Since they are independent of

X, however, formula (3.5) derived earlier gives the result. The proof is now

complete.

In examining the proof, we notice that we never explicitly needed the particu-

larly simple form of tpj- Indeed, the same proof and a similar algebraic lemma

replacing (3.1) give the following

(3.10) Theorem. Let P(ß, to) be a polynomial of total degree 2(p - k) in Chern

form c,(ß) and Kahler form co. Then there is canonically associated to it a polynomial

Q($l, co) of total degree 2p so that

[ ((       P(axnL,u))dL=[Q(Qx,u
■/G(n-k,n)\JXnL ! J X

)

for every submanifold Xp G P" for which both sides make sense.

4. The general kinematic formula in P". We now turn to the extension of the

linear kinematic formula (3.8) to nonlinear spaces. This is geometrically much more

interesting and should have various applications. Proceeding as in the linear case,

we will first derive an algebro-geometric formula and then prove the corresponding

local theorem by doing invariant theory in an appropriate universal setting; this

time some tricky modifications will be necessary.

To begin, we examine the (compact) algebraic case.

Proposition. Let Xp, Yq GP" be nonsingular algebraic varieties intersecting

transversely. Then for any j = 0, . . . ,p + q — n, we have the equation of differential

forms (and hence of cohomology classes) on X n Y\

tffixnr) =     2     (-ly-'-'C +j! : '' " V^'A^O^ACiiMjrnr-
i,i v " '

0<i+l<j

(4.1)

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

0^T(X n Y)->TX\XnY^N(X n Y,X)->0
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of vector bundles onXn Y. Since X and Y intersect transversely, N(X n Y, X)

= N(Y, P")\XnY- Therefore we deduce, using (1.10), the equation of total Chern

classes on X n Y,

r(x nyU gW =        <•(*)        = c(X)c(Y)
K '      c(N(XnY,X))      c(N(Y,P")) c(P")     "

Applying (1.12) and Lemma (3.2), we have c(X n Y) = c(X)c(Y) ■

2(-l)*Cn+*)co*, and (4.1) follows immediately.

Next we want to give (4.1) in integrated form, using Poincaré duality. For this we

shall need the

(4.2) Lemma. Let Xp, Yq c P" be compact complex submanifolds meeting trans-

versely. Let <¡> and xp be closed forms of type (k, k) and (I, I) on X and Y respectively.

Then

f      MM"'+,"""'"'= (<p/\u»-k¡ ^Aco«-',       p + q>n + k + l.
JXnY J x JY

Proof. Note that it is an immediate consequence of Poincaré duality (A.4) that

if Mm is a compact, oriented smooth manifold and N" is a compact, oriented

submanifold, then if p is a closed «-form on N,

'N JM(p= f ~pA^([N])

for any closed «-form p on M whose restriction to N is p.

Consider the product space P"xP" with projections w¡, i = 1, 2, onto each

factor. Let co, = 77^co, i — 1, 2, be the pullback of the Kahler form to the product.

Letting AcP"xP denote the diagonal, we have, for any positive integer X,

¿(co* + u2)\A = ux, where co is the Kahler form on A s P". The usual diagonal

trick of algebraic geometry can now be applied. Set X=p + q-n — k — I; since

(Xx nni-^n Y,

f     <pAiAo>x=L2f <<f> A vit A (wt + «2)
JxnY J(XxY)n&

= \[ »fa A*?* A K  +  «î) A 3)(A)
JXx Y

„

= {( 77*<f> A "J* A K  +   «2) A   2   CO," A «r"
JXxY ^_0

-i 2 r«í)AcoA+"r^Aco',-"-t- r<i»Aco"r^acoa+"-"
yi = 0JX JY JX JY

= f <b A co'"* | xp A co?-',    as required.
Jx Jy

We remark that according to the first paragraph of the proof, the result is

independent of our choice of form whose restriction to the diagonal is coA.
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Combining Lemma (4.2) with (4.1) gives

(4.3) Proposition. Let Xp, Y9 c P" be nonsingular algebraic varieties intersecting

transversely. Then for j = 0, . . . ,p + q — n,

[       C,(ß^nK)Aco' + *-"-
Jxn Y

=   2   (-iy-'-/('I+y':''"/)ic^)Aco'-'Tc/(ßy)Aco-'.
i,¡ V n )JX JY

0<i + l<j

To put this in the framework of a kinematic formula, we consider the group

U(n + 1) of motions of P". For generic g G U(n + 1), X will be transverse to gY

and thus Proposition (4.3) is valid generically. Let dg be the invariant Haar

measure on U(n + I). We can then recast Proposition (4.3) in the integrated form

/       (/      c,(ßw)Aco'+«-"-)4r
JU(n+i)\JXngY * /

=      2      au f c,(Qx) A co'"' f c,(ny) A co*"',
,,/ JX JY

0<i + Kj

a, = vol(<7(« + 1)) • (-iy( " + J - '' - '). (4.4)

The rest of our work will be devoted to showing that (4.4) holds locally as well. One

may think of this result as a local, integrated generalization of classical Bezout

theorems and adjunction formulas in algebraic geometry (and, of course, as a

complexification of the corresponding kinematic formulas [6] for Riemannian

manifolds).

In analogy with the way we proceeded in the linear case, we might seek a

universal formula in the following manner. We define an incidence correspondence

/' C G(0,p, n) X G(0, q, n) X G(0,p + q - n, n) X U(n + l)by

/' = {((z, T), (z', L), (z", S), g): z = z" = gz', S G T n gL),

together with projections:

/'

77Í   ¡/ \  772

G(0,î,/i)xG(0,?,/i) G(0,/> + q - n, n) X U(n + 1) (4.5)

Note that U(n + 1) acts naturally-by right translation on the pointed Grass-

mannians and by the adjoint action on itself-and leaves /' invariant. Let E" =

Ep + q_n+x, E = E +x, E' = Eq+X and co", co, co' denote the universal bundles and

Kahler forms on G(0, p + q — n, ri), G(0, p, n) and G(0, q, ri) respectively. We

would like to see that 77'u772*(c/(ß£.») A u"p + q~n~J A dg) is-at least modulo an

appropriate differential ideal-a polynomial with constant coefficients in Chern

forms of ß£ and ß£. and the Kahler forms co and co'.

One might suspect-and quite rightly so-that matters will be further complicated

by the fact that G(0, p, ri) X G(0, q, n) is not homogeneous with respect to the
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action of U(n + 1). In particular, there is no reason that the only invariant forms

on the product space which appear in the result should be generated by products of

invariant forms. It is a priori not at all clear, for example, that the "angle" between

the /»-plane and ¿7-plane will not appear, insofar as it is certainly an invariant

function. The deus ex machina is, at this point, the introduction of moving frames.

By lifting the diagram (4.5) to the associated frame bundles, we are able to

integrate over U(n + 1) piecemeal, thereby isolating the group actions. Because this

proof is more involved than preceding ones, we give the main steps of the proof

here and postpone a few technicalities to the next section.

We start with some new definitions and notation. Let

St(Ac, N) = U(N)/U(N - k)

be the Stiefel manifold of unitary rc-frames in CN. Note that St(k, N) fibers over

G(k, N) with fiber U(k); this is the principal U(k)-hundle associated to the

universal subbundle Ek on G(k, N). Working in P", we define St(A:, ri) =

St(k + 1, « + 1). Given a frame/ = (f0, . . . ,fk) G St(k, ri), we let [/0] denote the

projection of/0 G C+1 to P". We now define various incidence correspondences in

terms of the Stiefel manifolds. Set

G(0, d, n) = {(z, Q)GP" X G(d, n):z GQ)        (as before),

St(0, k,n)= {(z,f)GP" xSt(k,n):z=[f0]},

St (0, k, d, n) = {(z,f, Q) G P" X St(k, «) X G(d, ri): z = [f0],

fis a frame for a subspace of Q).

We now set k = p + q — n.

Armed with this notation, define the incidence correspondence

/ c St (0, k,p, ri) X St (0, k, q, ri) X St (0, k, n) X U(n + 1),

/ = {((z,/, T), (z',f, L), (z",f"),g): z = z" = gz',f = f" = gf'}.

One may check that / is invariant under the obvious action of U(n + 1). Here,

then, is the giant diagram which will be the subject of our attention.

St(0, k,p, n) X St(0, k, q, n) St (0, k, n) X U(n + 1)

|t7, 4,774

G(0,p, «) X G(0, q, «) G(0, k, n) X U(n + 1) (4.6)

For the record, we note that

fiber 774 s i/(l) x U(k),       fiber 772 a (/(« - k),

fiber 77, a (7(1) X St(k,p) X (7(1) X St(A:, q).

Thus, if we start with a form </> of degree 2/c on G(0, k, ri) and let

* = ("4*)   («i» A dg) = ffJOp A dg) A dh,
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where dh is the volume form of the fiber of 7r4, then $ has degree 2k + (n + I)2 +

1 + k2, and therefore 77U772<,77*<I> is a form of degree

[2k + (n + if + (k2 + I)] -[(« - kf + 2 + k(2p - k + 2q - k)]

= 2(k + n) = 2(P + q).

Notation. Given a form c!> on G(0, k, «), let <j> = 77u7724,773((774,)"1(c'> A dg)) de-

note the form on G(0, p, ri) X G(0, q, ri) obtained in this manner.

For the remainder of our work, we shall use the following ranges of indices.

Put k = p + q — n,

0 < A, B, C < n,     0 < a, ß < k,

1 < a, b, c < n,        1 < y, 8 < k,

k + 1 < i,j < n, p + 1 < A, p < n,

k + 1 < r, s < p, q + 1 < p, o < n,

k + 1 < / < q, 0 < v, t < p,        0 < T), f < q. (4.7)

In keeping with our convention, we use unprimed symbols for objects (e.g., Kahler

form, bundles, curvature forms) on G(0, p, ri), primed on G{0, q, ri), and double-

primed on G(0, k, «). In particular, E, E', E", ß, ß', ß", and co, co', co" denote the

universal bundles, their curvatures, and the Kahler forms (pulled back from P") of

these three spaces respectively.

Having concocted the elaborate fibration (4.6) and established the tiers of

notation, we proceed to the proof of an appropriate universal formula. Various

technical points will be deferred to the end of this section, at which point we

solemnly promise every index will appear.

(4.8) Theorem. Let 0 < j < k, and let <b = c/ß") A co"*—. Modulo the differen-

tial ideal $ — (cox, ux, u'p, u'?), c> = P(ß, ß', co, co') is a polynomial in the Chern

forms of ß and ß' and the Kahler forms co, co' with constant coefficients and of total

degree 2(p + q).

In the course of the proof we shall use the following fact whose proof is similar

to arguments we have already given.

(4.9) Fact. co„^, coaf and their conjugates give a basis for the 1-forms on

St(0, k, p, ri).

Proof of Theorem (4.8). Step 1. First we must analyze 772+77?<I> on St(0, k,p, n)

X St(0, k, q, n), where O = (tr4t)~l(<t> A dg). By Fact (4.9) all forms on St(0, k,p, ri)

X St(0, k, q, n) are locally expressible in terms of co„x, coaj;, co£-, co^, and their

conjugates (recall uA = co0^).

While a priori 772%7r*4> is some expression involving all the 1-forms we have

specified, the fact that it is invariant under fiber 772 = U(n — k), and in particular

under the subgroup U(n — p) X U(n — q) G U(n — k), is very telling. Specifically,

the transformations,

q3t = 2 g¿<*r¡¡>    "ri = 2 8<,pu¡5'

for (g^) G U(n - p), (gap) G U(n - q) must leave the form 772t77j4> invariant.

The discussion of the Appendix (cf., for example, the proof of Theorem (1.28)) then
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applies and we infer that the form must be a polynomial in ß^ = 2co„x A coXi and

ß^ = 2co^- A cOpf with coefficients expressions involving co,^ and u'a^-not con-

stants, since the group does not act transitively on S_t(0, k, p, ri) X S_t(0, k, q, ri).

Notice that included in this list are expressions such as ßrjö = 2cox A co\ ßof =

2cox A coXf, etc., all of which are zero modulo i.

Step 2. Next we claim that integrating over the fiber of 77, gives a form which is

invariant under ((7(1) X U(p)) X (U(l) X U(q)). To see this, we introduce an

auxiliary fibration:

St(0,/7,«) (z, {/0, ...,fp})

477 I

S_t(0, k,p, n)     (z, {/0, . . . ,fk), Q = span/)

|77, i

G(0, p,n) (z,Q)

For any form xp on S_t(0, k,p, ri), (77, ° 77)+(77-y<) is ((7(1) X £/(/?))-invariant, and

hence so is irXtxp.

Now repeating the earlier arguments verbatim shows that 77u772„(773<r>) must be

modulo í a polynomial in Chern forms of ß, ß' and in the Kahler forms co, co'. The

coefficients are smooth functions on G{0, p, ri) X G(0, q, ri) which are invariant

under the U(n + l)-action, i.e., which are constant on orbits. (Note, however, that

a priori they need not be constants.)

Step 3. At this point in the analysis, we must resort to an argument which was

not required previously. Since cf> is closed, by (A.2) so then is $. Now an elementary

(but crucially important!) computation of exterior derivatives and type considera-

tions show that the coefficient functions must in fact be constants. The proof is

now complete. We reiterate that at this point a cohomological argument is not

sufficient, since there are likely nontrivial exact invariant forms in this situation.

We remark before proceeding that by considering frames here we were able to

separate the action of U(n + 1) on the two spaces and hence reduce the argument

to essentially the linear case. We now repeat earlier reasoning, somewhat more

sketchily, to prove the main result.

(4.10) Theorem (Kinematic formula in P"). Let Xp, y'cP" be complex

submanifolds (perhaps with boundary). For j = 0, . . . , k = p + q — «,

/        (/       cjpXntr)A*k-J)*t
JU(n+\)\JXngY J

=      2      a,//'c,.(ß^Aco'-'Tc,(ßy)Aco*-',
,,/ JX JY

Ji(i/(« + i))-(-iy("+^,'-/), (4.4)

whenever both sides make sense.
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Xft Y

Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation using the universal formula

we have just derived. Let y: X X y->G(0, p, ri) X G(0, q, ri) be the product

pointed Gauss mapping. Let <j> = c,(ß") A co"* — on G(0, k, ri) and compute <i>.

From Theorem (4.8) we deduce that this is a polynomial P,(ß, ß', co, co') with

constant coefficients whose pullback under y is P^ß^-, ßr, ux, coy). By earlier

methods, this then gives a universal polynomial Pj(Çlx, ßK, co^-, coy) of total degree

2(p + q) on X X Y.

Let H = (7(1) X U(k) be the fiber of 774, and dh the Haar measure on H.

Repeating the second step in the proof of Theorem (3.8) leads to

f      Y*¿ = f * = f t?K*)~'(<í> A dg)
JXXY ^y(X X Y) J(TriirI)~ (y(X X Y))

C -I= j K.)   (<í> A dg),

where Z = 773((77, ° ■n2)~x(y(X X Y))) and we have used the fact that ît3|,-i(Z) is a

diffeomorphism,

= f      <P/\dg( dH

= vol(//)f (f        c,(ß^nÄr)Aco*-)cfg. (4.ll)
JgeU(n+l)\JXngY J

As in the linear case, one reinterprets the latter integral in terms of the usual

tangent bundle, computes the constants from the algebraic case, and is virtually

done.

There is, however, a reasonably serious issue remaining. While the set of

g G U(n + I) for which X and g Y fail to meet transversely is indeed of measure

zero, we must insure convergence of the integrals. We deal carefully with this

matter next.

In passing, we observe that it is by now no surprise that a slightly stronger result

is valid.

(4.12) Theorem. Let P(ß", co") be a polynomial of total degree

2k = 2(p + q — ri)

in Chern forms c,(ß") and the Kahler form co". 77ievi there is canonically associated to

P a polynomial (2(ß, ß', co, co') of total degree 2(p + q) so that

Í If       p(ttxngY> ")) dg = f      Q(Qx,nY,ux,uY)
JU(n+\)\JXngY I JXXY

for any submanifolds Xp, Yq G P" (with boundary), for which both sides make sense.

As before, Q can in principle be computed from the algebraic case.

The most obvious geometric invariant possessed by a ^-plane and a c7-plane in P"

is one to which we have already alluded several times, the "angle" they define. This

angle becomes zero as the planes meet nontransversely. One might expect this fact
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to cause trouble in integrals such as (4.11), and we want to deal effectively with this

question here. To ascertain the convergence of the integrals, we begin with a

specific change of variables theorem on the incidence correspondence / which will

allow us to integrate over the fiber of 772 "explicitly". Then we shall need a

generalized Meusnier's theorem relating the curvature forms ß, ß', ß" on / (i.e.,

relating the curvature of X n Y to that of X and Y). Then we shall address the

question of convergence.

We use the ranges of indices (4.7), and before beginning have one last bout with

establishing notation. Let a = {aA} be a fixed frame field for P", i.e., a fixed basis

for C+l, a' = {a'A} a moving frame associated to the action of G = U(n + 1) on

P"; more precisely, a'A are C+'-valued functions on G given by a' = ga. We denote

by d and d' differentiation with respect to the frames a, a' respectively. Observe

that d = d' on functions, and, by definition, daA = d'a'A = 0. Let eA, e'A be unitary

frames adapted to G(0, p, ri) and G(0, q, ri) respectively, normalized so that ea = e'a

on I (a = 0, . . . , k), assuming transverse intersection. Define

A = det((ex, <)) = det((er, e'p)); (4.13)

note A is nonzero precisely when T = e0 A ' ■ • Aep and L = e'0 A ' ' ' /\e'q meet

transversely. We may think of A as the function on G(0,p, ri) X G(0, q, ri) giving

the angle between the two planes.

One may view the following forms as being defined on the incidence correspon-

dence /.

dg = Haar measure on G = U(n + 1) = A(da'A, a'B),

dh = Haar measure on H = (7(1) X U(k) = dB A A(dey, es),

dk = Haar measure on K = t7(« — k),

xpx = co' A • • • A co' A coT A • • • A co' A co" A ■ • ■ A co,g A co'1 A ■ • • A «'«,

xp2 = volume element on St(k, p) = A(dey, es) A (dey, es) A (dey, ej),

xp3 = volume element on St(k, q) = A(d'ey, es) A (d'e'y, e'¡) A (d'e'y, e'j),

<b = A(de0, ej) A (de0, ej),

do = d'O = volume element on Sx.

Proposition (Change of variables formula). Modulo the differential ideal

5 = (co\ co\ co", co'^), we have the following equality on the incidence correspondence

I:

<pAdgAdhAd9= ±\Ak + x\2xpxA4>2A*PiAdkAd9Ad'9.      (4.14)

Proof. We follow Chern [6] in introducing the operator d — d'. If e'A =2 uAga'B,

where (uAB) is a unitary matrix, then

(d - d')e'A = 2 (duAe - d'uAB)a'B + uABda'B = 2 uABda'B.

Since (i^fi) is unitary, it follows that

dg = A(da'A, a'B) = A((d - d')e'A, e'B).

Similarly, the Haar measure for the isotropy subgroup K is

dk = A((d - d')e¡, e'j).

We delete dO from both sides of (4.14) and rewrite the left-hand side. We number
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certain  steps  in  the  following derivation on  which we will comment briefly

afterwards.

<PAdgAdh = A(de0, ej) A (de0, ej) A {{d - d')e'A, e'B) A (dey, et)

= ± A(de0, ej) A (de0, ej) A ((d - d')e\, e'j) A ((d - </>» *o)

A ((d - d')e0, e'j) A ((d - d')e'a, ej) A {(d - d')ey, ej)

A ((d - d')ey, e'j) A {{d - d')e¡, ej) A (dey, es)

=   ±[dkAd'9A A(dey, ej) A (d'ey, ej) A (de0, ej)

A («fe* ey) A (d'e0, ej) A (d'e0, ej)}

A A((d - d')e0, e'j) A ((d - d')e'„ e0)

A {(d - d')ey, e'j) A {(d - d')e'„ ej)

A ((d - d')ea, e'j) A {{d - d')e'p, ea)

(2)
=   ± [ • ■ • ] A A(dea, e'j) A (de'p, ej

A[A((d - d')e0, e'j) A ((d - d')e¡, ej)

A((d - d')ey, e¡) A((d - d')e'„ ey)]

=   ±[... ]\Ak + x\2AA(dea,er)ATde—^A[--- ]

(4)
=  ± |A*+>|2 dk A d'9 A A{dey, es) A (d'ey, es) A (de0, ey)

_ _ _
A («feo, ej) A (de0, ej) A (de0, ej) A (d'e0, ej) A (d'e0, ey)

A (dey, ej) A (dey, ej) A (d'e0, e'j) A (d'e0, e¡)

A ((d - d')ey, e¡) A ((d - d')e'„ ej)t>

=   ± |A*+ f dk A d'9 A A{(<fe0, e,) A (de0, ey) A (de0, ej) A (de0, ej) }

A {(d'e0, ey) A (d'e0, ej) A (d'e0, e'j) A (d'e0, e'j) }

A {(dey, es) A (dey, ej) A (dey, ej) }

A {(d'ey, ej) A {d'ey, e'j) A (d'ey, e'j) }

= ± |A*+ '|2 dk A d'9 A «/'i A *P2 A 4>3,   as required.

The various steps are valid:

(1) modulo d9 (introduced by the last two terms);

(2) modulo 5, since (d'ea, e'j) = -(d'e'p, ea) = O mod co'a, co,p;

(3) using (4.13);

(4) insofar as (de0, e'j) terms do not enter mod co", cor since we already have the

requisite number of terms (cfe0, eA);

(5) because, similarly, (dey, e'j) do not enter since (dey, e¡) = 0 modulo uA, uA.

The proof is complete.
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In order to deal with the convergence of the integrals (4.11) near points of

nontransverse intersection, we must study the behavior of ^ = c,(ß") Aco"*—A

dg A dh Ad9 = 77^((774+)_l<i> A dg) on /. In particular, one must watch the growth

of Cj(Q"). In this light, we would like an explicit formula for ß" in terms of co^, co^-

and their conjugates.

(4.15) Proposition (Meusnier theorem). On the incidence correspondence I, ß"

can be written as a polynomial in coaX, co^- and their conjugates, and the coefficients

are G(|A|-2) near A = 0.

Proof. We put

e'P = 2 «„,-«, + 2 "px^x- (4.16)

where (u^) is invertible precisely when T = e0 A " ' • A e and gL = e'0

A ' • ' Ae'q meet transversely. In this event, we put (v^) — (u^)'1. Using (4.16) we

solve for er:

er = 2 vrpe'p - 2 t>rp"pXeA = 2 vrpe'p - 2 «U«x>

where we put t>rX = 2urpUpX. Therefore,

»or ™ 2 VrpUap - 2 ÜrXwaX>

and therefore by (1.21)

Kß   =  2 »«Í A">,ß   =   2 W«/ A^rß   + 2 WaX A^"

=  Kß   + 2 (Vrpu'ap  - »À"«*) A {VriU'eß  - Vrj¡U^),

establishing the first claim.

By Cramer's rule, each entry v^ of (vri) = (u^)'1 may be expressed as the

quotient of a cofactor of (u^) by det(u^) = A. Therefore the coefficients of the

polynomial are 0(|A|-2), as required.

As a consequence, we infer from (4.14) that there is no problem with conver-

gence when we integrate ^ over the fiber near points of nontransverse intersection.

In particular, c,(ß") involves a factor of |A|_2>, 0 < j < k, and thus by (4.14)

integrating over the fiber involves a factor of \A\~2J+2k+2. Since the exponent is

always positive, the integrals converge absolutely, in fact because of positivity of

Chern forms. Therefore we may legitimately exclude points of nontransversality

cavalierly from our integrals.

Appendix.

(a) Integration over the fiber and the Gysin map. In recent years, a great deal of

machinery has been developed for dealing with integration over the fibers of, for

example, a proper holomorphic mapping between complex analytic spaces. In quite

general situations, this makes sense as a current (cf. [16], [26]), but our interest here

is in smooth fiber bundles, where matters are much simpler (cf. [5]). We give here a

brief summary of the necessary notation and relate the analytic process to the

geometry of Poincaré duality and the Gysin maps, relationships which we exploit

in §§2 and 3. We begin our considerations with smooth manifolds and specialize to

complex manifolds only at one point.
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Figure 5

LetF* B" be a smooth fiber bundle, where F, E, and B are compact,

oriented smooth manifolds (n + k = m). Given a complex-valued (p + A:)-form </>

on E, we define a p-form irm<p on B as follows. By using a partition of unity, we

may suppose that supp <j> c W (cf. Figure 5), where

(a) W c ir~x(U), U lies in a coordinate neighborhood on B and the bundle is

trivial over U, and

(b) rx(W) c K, where F lies in a coordinate neighborhood on F. Let x1, . . . , x"

be base coordinates, and>>', . . . ,yk be fiber coordinates on W. Write

<í> = 2        <t>ijdyJ Adx',   where <i>/y have compact support,

\¡\ + \j\=p + k

Define

=   2 */«fe'A- • • Adyk Adx' +   2

t*<Í>=   2  (f      $,(x,y)dyx A- ■ ■ /\dyk\dx'
|/|=/>V-V'(*) /

One checks in a straightforward manner that 77 „ is well defined i.e., is independent

of partition of unity and of coordinates. 77,, is integration over the fiber.

(A.l) Proposition. Let <p be a (p + k)-form on E, and let xp be an arbitrary

(n - p)-form on B. Then fBtr+<t> A ¡P = f e$ A **$■

Thus 77^ is the adjoint operation to 77*. The proof of (A.l) is an easy application

of Fubini's theorem and will be omitted.

(A.2) Corollary. 77,: H%R(E, C) -> H%R(B, Ç); i.e., irm maps closed forms to

closed forms and exact forms to exact forms.

Proof. The fundamental fact is that d and 77 „ commute up to sign. We leave the

verification of this to the reader.

The next step is to give a geometric interpretation of this procedure. The Gysin

homomorphism 77, is defined to be the dual of 77„: Ht(E, Z) —* H^(B, Z). That is, if
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we let ^x denote the Poincaré duality isomorphism <^x: Hk(X, Z) -» H"~k(X, Z)

on a compact, oriented «-dimensional manifold X, we define 77, by the commuta-

tive diagram:

Hp + k(E, Z)        3- H"(B, Z)

Hm-p-k{E, Z)      5      Hm_p_k(B, Z) = //„^(S, Z)

Tensoring with C, we have the same mapping on complex cohomology, which by

DeRham theory we may represent by differential forms; we claim that 77,:

Hp+k(E, Q -^ H"(B, C) is integration over the fiber.

The following basic equation may be taken as the definition of Poincaré duality

(ct. [Z4J).

For <p G Hk(X, Z) and o G Hk(X, Z), c>(a) = (% u <¡>)(LY]), (A 3)

where [X] is the fundamental homology class.

In terms of DeRham theory, if Z is an oriented k-dimensional submanifold and <f> a

closed Ac-form,

/z*-JX([Z])A*. (A.4)

Now, to see that 77 ̂ and 77, agree, let <f> be a closed (p + A:)-form representing the

cohomology class [<i>] G Hp+k(E, C), and let if be a closed (« — />)-form on B.

Following the diagram and applying (A.4) and then (A.l), we find

f 77,<i» A <P = f (%irM4>) A * = f *-[     -n*xp

= ÍM^ = f ir^ A 4>,
■> E JB

as required.

In the event that the fiber bundle is a holomorphic fiber bundle, we can be a

little more explicit. If <p is a (p + k, q + rc)-form on E and the fiber is a

A>dimensional compact complex manifold, then 77t<¡¡> is a (p, c7)-form on B. This is

immediate from either definition.

Lastly we would like to comment on invariant theory vis-à-vis integration over

the fiber. Suppose E -, B is a fiber bundle and G acts equivariantly on E (but not

necessarily transitively on B). Then if <¡> is an invariant form on E, ir+<}> is an

invariant form on B. This is an immediate consequence of the more general

Lemma. Let is—» B, E' —» B' be fiber bundles such that there are orientation-pre-

serving diffeomorphisms f:E^> E', g: B —» B' with 77' ° / = g ° 77.  Then 77^f* =

£*77*.
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Proof. Let <p be a (p + /V)-form on E', xp an arbitrary (« — />)-form on B'

(k = dimension fiber). Then

f *J*<P A g** = f /> A »Y* = /></> A /V** = f * A *"**JB J E JE JE'

=  1   77„<i> A * = I g*<<f> A g*$.
JB' J B

Since ^ is arbitrary and g is a diffeomorphism, tr^J*^ = g*ir'^, as required.

(b) Invariant theory and the cohomology of flag spaces. Using Hermann Weyl's

theorem (1.27) we now provide proofs of Theorems (1.28) and (3.7) upon which our

invariant theoretic considerations are based. The proof is essentially that given by

Chern [3] in his original definition of Chern classes.

(1.28) Theorem. The invariant forms on G(p, ri) are polynomials with constant

coefficients in the Chern forms c,(ß£) of the universal subbundle. Hence the Chern

classes c¡(E) generate H*(G(p, ri), R).

Proof. Recall G(p, ri) s U(n)/U(p) X U(n - p) = G/H. Since G acts transi-

tively on G/H, it suffices to fix a point z0 and compute the forms on Tz G(p, ri)

invariant under the action of the isotropy subgroup H. Thus we seek a polynomial

with constant coefficients in coa-, ua- which are invariant. Let

« =
Kß
0 V

G H;

put u'aj¡ = L^(ua-) = ^Kßh^Ußj,. The proof proceeds in two steps which we state as

separate lemmas.

(A.5) Lemma. Any polynomial in ua-, ua- which is invariant under the action of

U(n — p) is a polynomial in the curvature form ßa^ = -2coa- A cô^.

(A.6) Lemma. A polynomial in ßa^ which is invariant under the left action or

adjoint action (1.8) of U(p) is a polynomial with constant coefficients in the Chern

forms cfüaß).

Proof of Lemma (A.5). Write TzG(p, ri) = W as C* ® C"' with basis e" ®

e . A typical vector w G W may be written asw = 2wa-t=a ® ep, and the action of

U(n — p) on W is given by

Let ^ be a (k, /)-form on W which is invariant under the U(n — p) action, and

view xp as an alternating (k + /)-tensor. Fix a„ . . . , ak, ßx, . . . , ß, and let xpx be

the collection of all terms in xp of the form

co   -  A • • •  Aco   -  A coo -  A ■ • •  Aüo-.

Let wx, . . . , wk + l be arbitrary vectors in W, and put w, = 2w,a-ea ® ep. Applying

xpx to (wx, . . . , wk+¡) will give an invariant function of the components of the
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vectors

% = 2 w,,«,^'    J = l> • • - 'k

V, 2 wi,ß-*e»>     m=l,...,l
i = 1, . . ., k + l,

and their conjugates. Invariance under the U(n — p) action implies that this must

be an expression in inner products of these various vectors. Since

(%> o*a.) = 2 wi.^h,fimi¡ = (2 <V ® »ßjfa> vh)>

and so on, we conclude that xpx must be a polynomial in 2co - A co^ p; therefore, xp

is a polynomial in 2coa/I A co^, as required. (Note that other terms appear when we

take inner products, such as (v¡ , vham); this corresponds to the form 2co - A co p

and hence appears in the form xpx if and only if am = ßm, for some m'.)

Proof of Lemma (A.6). Step 1. The first part of the proof consists in proving that

an invariant form in ßajg must be a polynomial in the forms

*/ = 2 Ö«,«2 A ßaja-4 A • • • Aß^,,       i=l,...,P.

The procedure is similar to that used in the proof of Lemma (A.5) and will only be

sketched here. It is elementary to check that an invariant 2-form can only be a

multiple of 2ßa5 ( = tr(ß)).

Given an invariant 267-form xp which is a polynomial in $laß, and arbitrary vectors

wx, . . . , w2   G W, define

B w /

and, in general,

ß

Note that v^ = -ß^w,, wy), and so xp(wx, . . . , w2q) is expressible in terms of all

vaßJ)- On me other hand, by (1.27) this must be a polynomial in inner products

\va¡ 'va2 ) ¿jtv,lalplvvj¡fivLín',2a2li2yvj2fip2>

but this is the a2-component of the vector ©W^i»«*/»^ and so forth. On the other

hand, skew-symmetrizing, the inner product is given by 2ßa ß A

®ßä (w¡ ' wj ' w¡ « wjj>- So we can instead formally introduce vectors of forms as

follows:

0& = 2 %, A Qßi ß2 A • ■ ■ AßÄ_, p,       0$ = ßa/5,

ai0-20^®^.     np.-XQg*®*

Then it is not hard to check that xp is a polynomial in "inner products" (ß^'\ ßj^) =

(-lyß^, and hence in (ß(/), ßa)) = (-iy<P/+y., as required. This amounts to a

descending induction on the number of unpaired indices.

Step 2. Next one must verify that the forms $, are polynomials in the Chern

forms c,(ß). Clearly c,(ß) and <&, differ only by a constant. Proceeding by

induction, we examine the formula ( 1.9) for c,(ß) more closely.
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c¿® - (-rr)* ?sgn a Q-*»A • • •Aiw

V   l<ïï   J J-

where 2, is the sum over all a G 5, with no fixed point and 22 is the sum over all

a G Sj with a fixed point. The second term involves terms of the form

2    ûrfAfl^A--- A0^.^_fl
ses,-,

which by induction can be expressed as a polynomial in $,,. . . , $,■_,. On the

other hand, all the permutations appearing in the first sum are cycles of full length

/' and hence all have sgn a = (-iy, and this expression differs from $. only by a

constant. Thus the proof of the lemma is complete.

From these two lemmas the theorem follows immediately. The statement about

cohomology follows from (1.26). We now turn to the proof of the

(3.7) Theorem. Modulo the differential ideal i = (coM, co*1), any invariant form on

G(0, p, n) is a polynomial with constant coefficients in the (truncated) Kahler form

co = 2co" A co" and the Chern forms ck(iljß of the universal bundle Ep+X on

G(0, p,n).

Proof. Since G(0,p, n) s (/(« + l)/(U(l) X U(p) X U(n - p)) is homoge-

neous, any invariant form is determined by its values at a fixed point (z0, T0), and

therefore, as before, the computation reduces to finding expressions in the

Maurer-Cartan forms of t7(« + 1) which are left-invariant under the subgroup

H = (7(1) X U(p) X U(n - p).

The proof follows the same lines as that of Theorem (1.28) just given. At this

point, we give the invariant theoretical arguments in a more formal fashion; they

may nevertheless be reduced to Theorem (1.27) in the same way as before. We

define formal vectors as follows:

xp = 2 co" ® ea,        xpa = 2 coa¿¡ ®ell,        ^ = 2 «* ® e",

OW = 2 Oft ® ep (Oft = 0^- A • • • AQÄ_li9-),

ß(') = 2ß(a)® e".

Note that (7(l)-invariance implies that xp must appear paired with xp. As in the

earlier argument, U(n — />)-invariance implies that the components of xpa are paired

in the curvature form Q,aß - -~Zuaj¡ A üßß. Lastly we exploit invariance under the

action of U(p). As before, we get terms (ßw, ßw) which are essentially Chern

forms; we get in addition (\p, xp) = 2coa A co" = co, (ß^, xp) and (ß(0, xp). However,

terms of the latter sort vanish modulo if since 2coa A coa/j = du* = 0.

Therefore, the invariant forms are polynomials in Chern forms ck(ilaß) and the

Kahler form co. It remains only to observe that the forms ck(Qaj¡) may be expressed

in terms of ck(Qj) and the Kahler form, insofar as (üaß) is the curvature matrix of

the quotient bundle Ep+X/H~x (cf. (1.10)).
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We remark that all the invariant forms which appear in the conclusions of this

theorem are closed; what is not so clear is that these forms generate all the

cohomology of the pointed Grassmannian G(0, p, ri). Rather than checking ex-

plicitly that the remaining invariant forms are not closed, we resort to a quick

argument using spectral sequences.

Proposition.

H*(G(l, n), Z).

Let   1 < k < I < n.   Then   H*(G(k, I, ri), Z) a H*(G(k, I), Z)

Proof. The main point is that G(k, I, ri) fibers over G(l, ri) with fiber G(k, I) and

that the cohomology algebra H*(G(m, ri), Z) has elements of only even degree.

In general, given a fiber bundle F —> E —> B with, for example, 77,(5) = 0, there

is a spectral sequence [22, p. 80], [24, Chapter 9] Epq => Epq with

(i) Epq = C"(B, H"(F, Z)) and EPq = HP(B, Hq(F, Z)),

(ii) Hm(E, Z) « ®p + q=mEpJ.

In our case, since both fiber and base space have no cohomology in odd degree, we

have the situation pictured in Figure 6. d2: E2 -, E2 is of bidegree ( + 2, -1) and is

therefore clearly the zero map. Therefore the spectral sequence degenerates at the

E2   term   and   Eœ = E2.   Thus,   Hm(G(k, I, «), Z) at ©
p + q**m H"(G(l, n), Z) ®

Hq(G(k, I), Z) by the universal coefficient theorem. This proves the proposition.

Corollary. //*(G(0, p, ri), Z) is generated as an algebra by the class of the

truncated Kahler form u and the Chern classes of the universal bundle on G{p, ri).
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